INTRODUCTION
Asthma is one of the most common diseases throughout the world. And in different parts of the world, has a prevalence of 1.4 to 27.1 percent (1, 2) . Asthma is a chronic reversible airway disease and usually gives a good response to treatment (3) . Diagnosis of this disease is based on GINA criteria and clinical findings, including coughing, shortness of breath, heaviness and wheezing occurs (4) . Asthma has many similarities with other respiratory diseases (5) , and also has relationships with other diseases such as systemic amyloidosis and poly chondroitin recurrent (6) . Some of the obstructive diseases of the upper respiratory tract have symptoms such as vocal cord dysfunction similar to asthma (7) . Many physicians understand wheezing and shortness of breath and along with, cough equivalent to diagnose asthma. These symptoms are not specific to asthma and wrong diagnosis of it and inappropriate treatment can lead to physical and financial complications (5) . The rapid development of computer technology has led to the automation of many processes that were previously done by professionals. Technique development based on artificial intelligence (AI) as a major is an important requirement to solve complex problems. Medical diagnosis, due to the complexity of the human body and mind and vague knowledge in this field, is a good example of a class of complex problems and also the existent knowledge are different between people with various experiences. The physicians 'experience role in the diagnostic process is undeniable, and to avoid wasting time in the diagnosis, techniques based on artificial intelligence are required, so that detect it so rapid, reliable, accurate and knowledge base (8) . In particular, artificial intelligence is a branch of data mining that uses automate process for finding information and patterns between the data. Data mining is used in a wide range of various purposes, but one of its most obvious application, is in the process of medical diagnosis based on clinical findings, which is used in order to explore the relationship between clinical findings and diagnostic results. Designing optimized intelligent systems in addition to the structure of the system depends on the input data. The garbage in garbage out phrase particularly emphasized this point that achieving to optimal system, accurate information and best use of the relevant data, are necessary (8, 9) . Data mining issues often involve the kind of points that they all can be as a potential of predictor of outputs, but in practice, a few of them in different levels influence the output. In order to reduce input dimensions and selection of optimum alternatives, there are several ways, but the common stages among these methods are as follows:
* Delete the unimportant data, * Ranking the remained data, * Select among the ranked data (9) . One of the artificial intelligence techniques to solve realworld problems is, using the concept of a neural network. The main idea to use a neural network is, learning ability by old data and derives a new solution for overcoming the problems (10) . The purpose of this study is performing the data mining on database of clinical results for excellent and effective selections in the diagnosis of asthma and making intelligent systems using the neural network technique, that is very useful to reduce the financial and repeated examination costs, and also the wrong diagnosis and its consequences.
METHODOLOGY
Investigating community in this Study were the patients who had visited in one of the lung clinics in Tehran that due to the completeness of the recorded information in the case records, selected 254 patients. This information in a database can be found as clinical findings related to the asthma and also the diagnosis results in either the presence or absence of asthma, were stored. The data were analyzed using SPSS statistical software. Basis of decision making for ranking data was the Pearson chi-square coefficient, which aims to identify the effective characteristics on decision making of the diagnosis. Table 1 shows Clinical characteristics used by physicians to diagnose asthma.
Given the importance of patient characteristics as input to optimal neural network, the data in the database were investigated in terms of optimality and effectiveness of the output of a statistical method and based on the Pearson chi-square coefficients. Due to the fragmenting the data before inserting into the database and under the conditions outlined in Figure1, using the chi-square distribution is as reasonably practical criterion for ranking data.
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Equation 2. Chi square value computation for observations and expected values
According to table 2, unimportant data are excluded from total results and the first 13 cases were selected as the factors that affect asthma detecting, and the used database was reduced to 13 items for each patient. Randomly, 70% of the data are classified as training data and the rest as testing data of the proposed system. In designing the neural network, the programming language C # fourth version of Visual Studio 2010 and the neural network Library of 4 NeuronDotNet that is free and is made in implementing the neural network in dotNET, has been used. Such as figure 2, the network layers were implemented as input, hidden and output layer.
Input layer is linear and is only responsible for data transferring from the internal structure of the network; hidden and outlet layers are Sigmoid type, and perform calculations on the network. Network structure was designed as13-26-1 in which there are 13 nodes in the input layer, 26 nodes in the hidden layer and one node in the output layer. The output classification criterion is as a conditional function according to Equation 3 . In this Equation, 1 means affected by the disease and 0 means the absence of the disease. The considered The basis of this test, is a comparison between the expected and calculated value. It means, we want to know that is there any significant difference between the observed and expected frequencies or the difference is negligible and the result of chance. In fact, we want to know that is there a relationship between two variables or they are independent. In the below formulas, Fo is observed frequency and Fe is expected frequency that calculated as follows in Input layer is linear and is only responsible for data transferring from the internal structure of the network; hidden and outlet layers are Sigmoid type, and perform calculations on the network. Network structure was designed as13-26-1 in which there are 13 nodes in the input layer, 26 nodes in the hidden layer and one node in the output layer. The output classification criterion is as a conditional function according to Equation 3 . In this Equation, 1 means affected by the disease and 0 means the absence of the disease. The considered neural network is trained using back propagation learning technique.
Equation 3: Converting the network`s outputs in binary mode

Results:
From the total of 254 recorded cases related to research, 169 patients suffering from asthma and 85 cases were not affected with this disease. In the records related to the asthmatic patients, 22 factors are recorded in relation to the diagnosis. According to the performed analysis by means of SPSS to select the top factors, 13 factors were effective. 
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From the total of 254 recorded cases related to research, 169 patients suffering from asthma and 85 cases were not affected with this disease. In the records related to the asthmatic patients, 22 factors are recorded in relation to the diagnosis. According to the performed analysis by means of SPSS to select the top factors, 13 factors were effective.
Designed neural networks with a different numbers Epoch were trained and evaluated. Obtained results for different number of EPOCH are as Table 3 . Eventually, after training to 100000 EPOCH, the mean square error was reduced to less than 0.00002. Given that the data for training and testing the neural network are selected by random Shuffleboard (mixing and shuffle) in different runs. Due to the nature of Shuffleboard, different modes of network training and testing data, created, and in all cases system was able to predict 100% correct.
Minimum and maximum values for networks accuracy of different performances and the results of Shuffleboard function impact, have been reported.
In the higher number of EPOCH, the results for the lowest and highest levels of decision accuracy remains constant and it didn't need more training to system and a further number of EPOCHS. In the below chart, the vertical axis represents the mean square error and the horizontal axis indicates Education Epochs' of Network in 100000 EPOCH.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The aim of this study is to develop an intelligent system for detecting the presence or absence of asthma in which the clinical features in terms of influencing the output are investigated and ordered, and only the effective features are used as the input of neural network. 70% of the data have been trained as the required networks' input to achieve the desired result and reduce errors, and the rest of data are used to test the system. As a result, the system is able to accurately predict disease based on clinical findings in 100% of the cases. To study former neural networks in the field of medical science, In a study that was conducted in 2012 by Zonnour and colleagues entitled computerized intelligent system for detecting asthma in children, the fuzzy intelligent system designed to predict Asthma and was able to predict 100% correctly sick and healthy cases (2). Biglarian and colleagues' research which compared the ANN model and Cox regression on predicting survival of patients with gastric cancer can be pointed, it was done in 2011 and was achieved to 81.511% accuracy rate (12) . In a research that Sedhi and colleagues were done in 2010, called designing integrated artificial neural network to predict the metabolic syndrome and insulin resistance index, they used neural networks for prediction of the syndrome and reached to 75.67% accuracy rate (13) . Research that was conducted by Zanganeh, called the IHD analysis by data mining methods, the proposed system was able to diagnose the patients and healthy cases 96.4% accurately (14) . In a study of Alfred Bvshlvyr and colleagues as intelligent neural networks that to predict lymph node metastasis in gastric cancer conducted in 2004, the proposed system was able to predict accurately in 93% cases (15) . Since the one of the most important factors in the development of the neural network is to select the appropriate structure for it and using optimal data input, using the waste data will lead to incorrect education of neural network and will put it in the wrong path. Also by select the optimum data as input of the network by statistical methods, the number of data that has most efficiency in outlets be selected. This action will leads to a proper education to the network and will increase the accuracy of its decision making. Finally, the neural network was able to correctly identify in 96.5% to 100% of cases. Achieving to mentioned accuracy rate, depends on different factors, including the nature of the n used. Such as figure 2, the network layers were implemented as input, hidden and output r. ure 2: an example of neural network with input, hidden and output layers ut layer is linear and is only responsible for data transferring from the internal structure of network; hidden and outlet layers are Sigmoid type, and perform calculations on the ork. Network structure was designed as13-26-1 in which there are 13 nodes in the input r, 26 nodes in the hidden layer and one node in the output layer. The output classification erion is as a conditional function according to Equation 3 . In this Equation, 1 means cted by the disease and 0 means the absence of the disease. The considered neural ork is trained using back propagation learning technique. Obtained results for different number of EPOCH are as Table 3 . Eventually, after training to 100000 EPOCH, the mean square error was reduced to less than 0.00002. Given that the data for training and testing the neural network are selected by random Shuffleboard (mixing and shuffle) in different runs. Due to the nature of Shuffleboard, different modes of network training and testing data, created, and in all cases system was able to predict 100% correct. Table 3 . EPOCH number and accuracy of the designed neural network
In the higher number of EPOCH, the results for the lowest and highest levels of decision accuracy remains constant and it didn't need more training to system and a further number of EPOCHS. In the below chart, the vertical axis represents the mean square error and the horizontal axis indicates Education Epochs' of Network in 100000 EPOCH. The aim of this study is to develop an intelligent system for detecting the presence or absence of asthma in which the clinical features in terms of influencing the output are investigated and ordered, and only the effective features are used as the input of neural network. 70% of the data have been trained as the required networks' input to achieve the desired result and reduce errors, and the rest of data are used to test the system. As a result, the system is able to accurately predict disease based on clinical findings in 100% of the cases. To study former neural networks in the field of medical science, In a study that was conducted in 2012 by Zonnour and colleagues entitled computerized intelligent system for detecting asthma in children, the fuzzy intelligent system designed to predict Asthma and was able to predict 100% correctly sick and healthy cases(2). Biglarian and colleagues' research which compared the ANN model and Cox regression on predicting survival of patients with gastric cancer can be pointed, it was done in 2011 and was achieved to 81.511% accuracy rate (12) . In a research that Sedhi and colleagues were done in 2010, called designing integrated artificial neural network to predict the metabolic syndrome and insulin resistance index, they used neural networks for prediction of the syndrome and reached to 75.67% accuracy rate (13) .
Research that was conducted by Zanganeh, called the IHD analysis by data mining methods, the proposed system was able to diagnose the patients and healthy cases 96.4% accurately (14) . In a study of Alfred Bvshlvyr and colleagues as intelligent neural networks that to predict lymph node metastasis in gastric cancer conducted in 2004, the proposed system was able to predict accurately in 93% cases (15) . Since the one of the most important factors in the development of the neural network is to select the appropriate structure for it and using optimal data input, using the waste data will lead to incorrect education of neural network and will put it in the wrong path. Also by select the optimum data as input of the network by Figure 3 . The neural network error rate disease and its risk factors and the clinical features, but one of the most important findings in achieving to the accuracy is to measure the optimality of the effects of finding on the obtained results of detection and ordering and selection of priority cases. According to the obtained results in the selection of effective characteristics, among the 22 cases recorded in the patients` records, 13 agents were selected as the most effective factors for detecting asthma. It seems that practitioners` focus on selected cases to diagnosis the asthma, increases accuracy and certainty in decision making. The success of any intelligent system, regardless of its internal structure and the used techniques for Intelligent, is largely depends on the input data optimality. Therefore, commonly, using data mining methods before designing the structure of system, aimed at reducing the data dimension and optimal choice, will lead to a more precise system. So, using data mining approaches is essential due to the nature of medical data. According to low error rate of the proposed system in detecting asthma based on clinical findings, above system can be used as an assistant of decisions on detecting disease.
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